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[~5~| Cross the road and follow the lane until reaching

another footpath sign and some steps on the right.
Go up the steps and follow the path to reach the
golf course. Follow the yellow arrow footpath signs
through the golf course to emerge into a field.
There are excellent views from here.Go left and
continue along the path until reaching a style.
Cross the style back into the golf course.
Follow the yellow arrow footpath signs through
the golf course to arrive at the busy A38.

|~6~| Cross the A38 to the grass verge and go left for
approximately 30 metres to a footpath sign.
Go right and then right again and follow the path
to exit near a road island. Cross the road and
continue along the path emerging just before
Old Burcot Lane on the opposite side of the road.
Turn left here and follow the road back to the
Council Flouse.

Follow the Countryside Code Council House
to Burcot
CircularWalk

^ Be safe,plan ahead and follow any signs

^ Leave gates and property as you find them

^ Protect plants and animals and take your
litter home

\ Keep dogs under close control

\ Consider other people

\ Wear suitable stout shoes

\ Be prepared for the weather

\ Take a drink of water with you

\ Let someone know where you are going
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This leaflet can be provided inlarge print,

Braille,on audio CD or tape,or on computer disc. or-
mmtwmm - $“Need help with English?” Contact Worcestershire HUB, Bromsgrove 01527 881288

‘Potrzebujesz pomocy z angielskim?’ Skontaktuj si? z Worcestershire HUB,
Bromsgrove, tel.: 01527 881288
“ingilizce igin yardima ihtiyacmiz var mi?” 01527 881288 numarayi arayip
Worcestershire HUB, Bromsgrove ile irtibata gegin
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Start point: From the front of the
Council House

Distance: 2 miles approximately
Terrain: Paved and field paths,

moderate gradients
Facilities: Public Transport,

refreshments, local pubs
Map Ref: O.S.Ref: S0966714

For more walks visit our website:
www.bromsgrove.gov.uk/walking
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aaiwfr—This walk goes predominantly through fields,
some quite lanes & the golf course. It's on the
edge of built up Bromsgrove and is an ideal
opportunity to escape the hustle & bustle of
the town.

When walking through fields with crops
growing please walk in single file to minimize
crop damage.

Start

|~1~| From the front of the council house and facing the
church go right along the road until reaching the
busy A38. Carefully cross the road and go down
Old Burcot Lane for approximately 50 metres to
reach a six bar gate on the right.

|~2~| Cross over the style into the field and follow the
footpath sign to the left. Continue following the
path with the hedge to your left and continue past
another gate on the left.The field path starts to go
downhill towards a small wooded area.Just before
reaching this there is a footpath sign and a gap in
the hedge.Go through the gap and cross the road
to another gap opposite.

[~3~| Go through the gap,bear right and follow the path
through the trees to emerge into a field.Take the
track going left and head for a style just before the
gate in the corner.

[~4~| Go over the style and cross the Alcester Road and
go right along the pavement.When the road heads
uphill, look out for a footpath sign on the opposite
side of the road pointing to Bromsgrove.


